
Mitzvah Means A "Good Deed" But Much More As Well   

Rabbi Alan Silverstein 

1. Introduction  

Joke: Father and his son meet with their Rabbi in prep for Bar Mitzvah. Rabbi asks for the son’s 

Hebrew name. "Sarah bat Moshe." "But that is a female name." "Rabbi, it was such a bad year 

in the stock market - that we had to put everything in my wife’s name."   

Bar/Bat Mitzvah is the Gate through which we all walk  

It is the entry into Jewish adulthood as "son/daughter of the Mitzvah System of Living"  

Yet we all too rarely take time to assess - what is the meaning of the word "Mitzvah." 

If I ask most folks - ‘What is a "mitzvah?" - They will respond "A Good Deed"  

For example, when we at CAI require a "Mitzvah Project" for every Bar and Bat Mitzvah 

youngster - that almost always has meant the involvement of the 13-year-old honoree in doing 

an Act of Loving Kindness!  

Yet - as taught by JTS’ new Chancellor Arnold Eisen - although "mitzvah" does mean a "good 

deed," it means much more as well.  

2. Regrettably, as Dr Eisen points out, cultural barriers impede our acceptance of Mitzvah 

having multiple meanings -  

1. The most important barrier to be overcome is what Chancellor Eisen and Steven 

Cohen call - the modern temperment in being a "Sovereign Self" - We are uneasy 

with Mitzvah as "Command." We do not want to feel God’s symbolic gun at our 

heads, forcing us or commanding us to do something. People say: "I do only as I 

choose to do." "And in terms of religion, I choose only to do good deeds, because 

doing them makes sense to me"  

1. JOKE: Nervous about Judaism’s reputation for imposing God’s obligations, a 

prospective convert comes to a Resistant Rabbi to find out about the nature of 

the experience - "Rabbi, please put my mind at ease. Tell me about the impact of 

the ritual of Circumcision." "All I can say," the Rabbi responded, "is that for an 

entire year, I could neither walk nor talk!"  

2. Nonetheless, all of us, willingly do accept imposed obligations in many non-

religious facets of our lives. We frequently give up something of our autonomy, 

what we would prefer to do, to gain the benefit of being part of something 

larger   



3. In our careers, we accept the obligation of arriving on time, of fulfilling the 

requirements of our job description - to gain the benefits of salary, of 

advancement, of status, of self-esteem  

4. In our friendships, we are willing to do favors for others, go out of our way, for a 

friend - to gain the blessings of true camaraderie  

5. In terms of our civic life - we accept the "command," the obligation to pay taxes, 

to stop at traffic lights, to abide by societal laws - in order to gain the rights and 

blessings of citizenship  

6. EXAMPLE: Our own respected Past President Stuart Rabner’s moving 

Inauguration Address at NJ’s Supreme Court Chief Justice - Paraphrasing Stuart - 

Stu's father z"l and mother have been representative of the vast majority of NJ’s 

good citizens. They never initiated a law suit against anyone nor were they 

defendants. Yet as Holocaust survivors - they powerfully have appreciated 

submitting to the commands of the higher authority of our American legal 

system. Why? Because that very system protects the vulnerable and safeguards 

human rights. If only, such a protective structure had been in place in the Europe 

that they so tragically witnessed!  

3. Arnold Eisen’s first initiative as JTS Chancellor will be encouraging us to unpack the 

many ways in which we willingly accept obligations in many daily aspects of our lives - 

Then, we will dialogue with one another ways we apply what actually are Mitzvah 

Categories of command, but also of commitment, duty, obligation, loyalty, love, 

responsibility - to the consciously Jewish aspects of our lives as well  

1. This Project will not be "Top Down" - rabbis preaching fixed "answers" to 

congregants  

2. Instead, starting with our Rosh Hashanah lunch tables today - Professor Eisen is 

challenging us to begin inter-personal sharing - "What obligates me in my life? To 

what commitments do I sacrifice some of my personal preferences to gain being 

part of something larger?" "And how does this general discussion sensitize me to my 

personal reasons for commitment to MITZVAH"  

4. Today I will role-model this process: sharing with my congregational family - the 

personal meanings of mitzvah in my life -  

1. I am doing so in order to begin a dialogue amongst us all  

5. For me - the meaning of "Mitzvah" best can be focused around Mitzvah’s Aramaic 

translation: "connection" -  



6. I seek 5 categories of deep and meaningful connections to give shape and blessing to 

my life to the world-at-large, to God, to the Jewish Tradition, to Jews throughout the 

world, to my best Self.  

1. FIRST AMONG THE FIVE: I seek a life of mitzvah to connect meaningfully as a human 

being to the world-at-large, to universal values - YES: to doing "good deeds"  

1. I accept these obligations of Judaism’s ethical commands because of the dictates 

of my conscience, the spark of divinity within me  

I concur with the words of Britain’s Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks: - "We are here to make a 

difference, the mend the fractures in the world, a day at a time, an act at a time, for as long as 

it takes to make it a place of justice and compassion..."  

2. Example: In 1972 - as a JTS rabbinical student in Jerusalem - I went to the bank 

to exchange dollars into Israeli shekels. The teller thought that a sudden 

favorable change in the exchange rate with the British pound sterling applied as 

well to the dollar. So he mistakenly gave me many more shekels than I 

anticipated. Seeing the huge difference, I pointed out that he had made an error. 

Angrily, he insisted that I take the money and leave, saying: "Be satisfied that 

your currency is becoming so strong." Upon returning to my dorm, I inquired 

with the office manager, who deciphered the nature of the mistake. She then 

explained that legally I could keep the money, but the bank inevitably would 

deduct the difference from the salary of the erring clerk. I felt the call of 

conscience. It was as though the cash was burning a hole in my pocket - I walked 

back to the bank, returned the funds, and became the favored customer of that 

alarmed teller!  

3. My sense of a Jewish ethical imperative has a powerful call upon me - It obligates 

me to lead of life of Mitzvah: e.g. not to stand idly by when learning of genocide 

in Darfur, Ruwanda or when learning of suffering in New Orleans -  

4. The voice ethical Mitzvot obligates me to be more responsible about our 

environment - It commands me to do my part to end bigotry and intolerance in 

our midst = And so much more  

5. As a MORAL COMPASS, for me there is nothing better as a Value System than a 

life of Mitzvah  

2. Second, by leading a life Mitzvah, I seek a loving connection with God  

                                                      ii.            Joke: Woody Allen [in the film ‘Broadway Danny Rose’] 

- Woody says to a morally compromised client: "How can you act that way? My Rabbi taught 



that we are all guilty in the eyes of God - "God," she responds. "Do you believe in God?" 

"No!" replied Woody. "But I sure feel guilty about it"   

Many folks are uncomfortable/guilty about "God-talk" - Why? Because we identify these 

utterances with the Jerry Fallwells and other fundamentalists  

As Rabbi David Wolpe observed when he spoke here at CAI - "We falsely equate phrases like 

"God loves us," and words like "sin, redemption, salvation, and the messiah" with religious 

views other than our own" - Regrettably, he told us with a smile, "that is the Gospel truth!"  

Yet Chancellor Eisen’s survey research indicates that most of us - like me - do seek to connect 

to God: "The Jews we met overwhelmingly believe in God. [In particular in] .. An I/Thou 

Presence Who comforts them and provides meaning to life.."  

We are in quest to connect with God in a loving manner, likened to the ideals for our marital 

bonds  

STORY: My mother-in-law telephoned our home shortly after our return from the honeymoon. 

She set a very clear context for us right-off-the-bat - "Alan, can I please speak to the boss?"  

A bit more subtly, n the words of Rabbi Ira Stone: "Love, once evoked" becomes transformed 

into a responsibility, a command to which we must respond.".  

EX: The following anecdote illustrates for me - what it truly means to love someone  

Rabbi Lawrence Kushner recalls his wife, Karen’s, second pregnancy. She woke him up in the 

middle of the night and told him she couldn't sleep due to a craving for a Hershey's chocolate 

bar with almonds. -  

Rabbi Kushner recollects: "She'd been schlepping this baby around in her belly, and I was 

getting off easy, so I figured it was the least I could do. 

Before she completed enunciating her request, I said, 

"Don't worry about a thing, honey." 

I put my Levi's on over my pajamas, threw on a sweatshirt, 

snow galoshes, and my down parka, hood, gloves and muffler.  

For about an hour on a wintry night, 

I, Lawrence Kushner, who normally has a very well-developed ego, 

did not have an ego. Instead, I was a servant of Karen Kushner's ego. 

I did not stay in a warm bed. I drove around looking for candy bars. 

Here's the crazy part.  

Doing what my lover wanted made me happier than doing what I wanted. 

It was more fulfilling. It was transforming. 



By letting go of myself and serving someone whom I loved, 

I reached a state of humility and an otherwise unattainable fulfillment."  

In my view - this image of a mutual, loving connection with our spouse applies to my 

performing of Mitzvot -  

Through prayer, Torah study, and imitating God’s ways of performing acts of living kindness, I 

seek to abide by the will of God, our Beloved.  

Consider this metaphor: We Jews and God were married [Brit] at Sinai; The 5 books of the 

Torah serve as our marriage contract, with stipulations for demonstrating of loyalty and love .. 

e.g. the Mitzvah System  

God promised 2 things to us in our Covenantal "Marriage" ---  

3. Jewish Offspring and Continuity  

4. An eternal Jewish connection to the Land of Israel  

God’s side of the agreement has been kept   

a. While many much more numerous nations have disappeared, Jewish continuity miraculously 

has spanned more than 3000 years  

b. And while countless efforts have been made throughout the ages to dislodge the Jewish 

connection to Israel, we remain ever present in our homeland  

As an expression of mutual love, I feel obligated to God to lead a life guided by Mitzvah  

Or to be restated - 13-year old BOBBIE ENDRESS - in his bar mitzvah speech this past September 

6 - "God promised us the land of Israel. We promised in return to do the mitzvahs. To me, that 

seems like a good deal’.  

c. Third, I seek a life of mitzvah to gain a meaningful connection to the Jewish Tradition   

STORY: A Philadelphia friend-of-mine is part of a 4-generation, terrific family business. Some 

relatives find the work in the company more inspiring, and others less. But all of them are 

appreciate of this exceptional legacy. They collectively benefit. Thus they feel obligated to keep 

it alive and to pass on the to the next generation  

In this same vein, whether we were born Jewish or have chosen to enter into the ranks of the 

Jewish, we are all part of a 3500 year saga - 150 generations spiritually  

This is an incredible "family business" so-to-speak -  



It is a remarkable legacy, a priceless heirloom like a irreplaceable piece of jewelry. It has been 

given to us. In turn, we are responsible to preserve this Mitzvah System and pass on to our 

children as well  

Suzanne, one on the women Chancellor Eisen and Professor Cohen interviewed, commented: 

re: lighting Shabbat candles: "These were my mother’s candlesticks. She inherited them from 

her mother, and lit them as her mother had before her. I will do it too, and hope that my 

daughters will do it after me."  

 

STORY: I remember standing at Philadelphia’s Montefiore Cemetery last summer with my 

grand-daughter Noa, at that time age 1 and 3/4 - We were visiting the graves of my parents, my 

4 grandparents and some of my great-grandparents, too  

Neither my grandparents nor great-grandparents were religiously observant -But they kept the 

Jewish Tradition alive, thereby enabling many in my generation to engage even more 

intensively in a Life of Mitzvah, each of us in our own way -  

Even more poignantly, I remembered that earlier generations of the Silverstein Family kept this 

precious heirloom of Judaism safe and alive for me and for my descendants - often at great 

peril to their lives and the lives of their households.  

"TRADITION" means - "that which is passed on" -  

Jewish Tradition - has a call upon me. It commands me, obligates me to lead a Life of 

Mitzvah.   

d. Fourth, I also seek a Life of Mitzvah in order to Connect with Am Yisrael, the Jewish People - 

locally, nationally and throughout the world  

EX: Rabbi Neil Gillman tells of a visit with friends, JTS benefactors, to play tennis at their country 

club. These friends had always respectfully questioned why Neil - a modern person - observes 

the kosher dietary laws. So, Rabbi Gillman came to the club with an intentionally outrageous 

outfit for tennis [a purple Camp Ramah tee shirt, orange shorts and so forth]. He was ushered 

by his friends into the club house to change into tennis whites. "Why" he asked. "Because those 

are rules, obligations, of this club," came the reply. "Oh," Rabbi Gillman retorted with a twinkle 

in his eye, "you mean, just like the dietary laws are among the rules and obligations of the 

Jewish Peoplehood club! It’s What Jews do!"  

In the words of Rabbi Soloveitchik - Jews may not all share in a Community of Faith [e.g. we do 

not all observe Judaism the same way].  

But we all do share in a Community of Fate! Our destiny is intertwined = Kol Yisrael Arevim Zeh 

BaZeh [Shavuot 39a] -  



Therefore, I feel that Ahavat Yisrael, love of one’s fellow Jews, has a call upon me.   

It means that we Jews owe one another the respect and devotion that comes from being 

partners in something special, unique and of cosmic importance.  

Being married into a family of Holocaust survivors, I powerfully accept as an obligation - doing 

whatever I can to promote Jewish survival and continuity wherever Jews reside  

Having served as President of the World Masorti Movement, I feel palpably that what happens 

to other Jews around the world affects our lives as well. -  

EX: At the height of the economic crisis in Argentina, our own beloved Past President Irene 

Edelstein, z"l. led a MetroWest UJC mission to Tucuman deep in the interior of the country. The 

folks there were so unbelievably gratified for our visit and friendship. In their words, "what 

keeps us going is the awareness that fellow Jewish people throughout the world, identify with 

our challenges, are there for us!  

EX: During a UJC Young Men’s Mission in Jan 1988, Rich Perl and myself were part of a select 

delegation who went to Ben-Gurion Airport to greet Yosef Begun, the famous Refusenik from 

the USSR. - Begun told the press: "what enabled me to sit in a Russian prison day-after-day, was 

the knowledge that Jewish brethren in all corners of the globe were holding FREE YOSEF BEGUN 

picket signs at performances of the Bolshoy, and that Steve Greenberg [with us that night] had 

presented President Reagan with Steve’s personal FREE YOSEF BEGUN solidarity bracelet.  

I feel a connection, a duty, a loyalty to my fellow Jews. This connection has a powerful call upon 

me to lead a Life of Mitzvah.  

e. Fifth and finally, I seek a Life of Mitzvah in order to connect with the best in My Jewish Self - 

to be the best Alan Silverstein that I can be   

By "personal needs," I mean the categories I have long referred to as Torah ["Head - intellect"], 

Avodah ["Heart - spiritual"], Gemilut Hasadim ["Hand - interpersonal"]  

Each of us has all 3 aspects within us - needing to be nurtured in varying degree ---   

i. A Life of Mitzvah nurtures me as a "Head [cerebral] Jew" -  

STORY: My library of 1000s of Jewish books currently is in storage. To me, this is the most 

painful part of the necessary Transition Phase into our exciting new building.  

Why? Because I owe it my sense of Self to be engaged with the rich wisdom that our People 

have accumulated over the centuries  



I envision a Long Table of Torah scholars in personal terms. Seated in chairs of honor are 

Abraham, Moses, Rabbi Akiva, Rashi, Maimonides, and so forth - And at the closest corner, 

there is a seat reserved for me, just as there is one reserved for you.  

ii. A Life of Mitzvah also nurtures my Best Self as a Heart ["spiritual"] Jew -  

In varying degrees, we all have a need for spiritual nourishment.  

It is as indispensable as food and water.  

STORY: As a teenager, y eye-doctor tested my eye-sight and determined that I needed eye-

glasses. To my surprise, upon putting the lenses upon my face, it opened up an entirely new 

dimension of reality to me!  

In like fashion, Rabbi A J Heschel asked us one Fall as rabbinic students at JTS: "Did you SEE the 

trees wearing Tefillin?"  

He meant that Judaism gives us eye-glasses with which to properly see the world - to "see" 

God’s presence - to see a spiritual side in our material existence.  

iii. A Life of Mitzvah also nurtures my Best Self as a Hand ["Social, communal needs"] Jew -  

EX: Rabbi Neil Gillman tells of not wanting to make his daughters "addicted" to the bedtime 

Shema prayer as had been the experience of his youth. However, Rabbi Gillman noted that 

on-their-own they developed a ritualized routine [e.g. bedtime story, turn off main light and 

put on night light, kiss on the cheek] - they create their own ritual of transition from 

wakefulness to sleep   

The Mitzvah System gives me a weekly and seasonal rhythm. It offers me a means for coping 

with unavoidable transitions - not available from commercial and social time -  

For example, when I get stressed at work on Monday morning, I start counting down toward 

the arrival of Shabbat  

Plus - a Life of Mitzvah also gives me a sense of connection to others  

Paraphrasing Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan - We know that our lives are too social to be faced in 

isolation. Our special moments affect us too deeply to be passed without community. Our good 

times are ennobled, our Crises made more bearable, when we share them with our Jewish 

community in time-honored ways.  

In sum, for me a Life of Mitzvah provides deep and meaningful connections to the world-at-

large, to God, to the Jewish Tradition, to Jews throughout the world, and to becoming my 

"best" Self.  



Mitzvah commands me, obligates me, has a call upon me, evokes my love and loyalty and 

sense of conscience and responsibility.   

7. As I conclude, I am delighted to announce that CAI is honored to be 1 of 8 Pilot 

Congregations selected for Chancellor Eisen’s Mitzvah Project  

1. All kinds of opportunities for engagement will be presented for the Congregation at-

large in the year ahead - DETAILS TO FOLLOW  

2. Beginning at today’s Rosh Hashanah Lunch tables, let us dialogue with one another - 

"What obligates me? What has a call upon me within my everyday life? - Family, 

career, country - "How do these commitments offer transferable skills for unpacking 

what Mitzvah means to my life?"  

Mitzvah does mean "doing a good deed" - but it means a lot more as well!  

Shana Tova  

  


